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arcella cecchini Pinardi 

passed away on Good 

Friday, March 21, 2008, at 

age 99, after a long battle 

with heart disease. her son Enrico was 

at her side, as he had been almost every 

afternoon since 2002, when she first en-

tered the nursing home. since late 2007, 

the artist often occupied himself drawing 

with a ballpoint pen in a sketchbook, dur-

ing the long hours sitting by his mother’s 

bed while she slipped in and out of con-

sciousness.

 Many pages in Pinardi’s sketchbook 

contain two drawings. one of the earli-

est triptych sketches presents a young girl 

(Marcella) seen through a window standing beneath a tree (P226). 

“My mother used to stare out at that tree and dream of life be-

yond the nursing home,”1 he recalled. the central space presents 

an image of a young Enrico seated beside a hospital bed, on which 

a giant fish lays tied by numerous ropes – physically and metaphori-

cally bound by the inevitability of its death. the right-hand space 

contains a pier, a launching spot which leads to an expanse of water. 

these images result from Pinardi’s love for the sea, his attraction 

to religious imagery, and his assessment of himself as a carefree 

young boy forced to witness a beloved creature bound and help-

less to escape Fate. Below this lyrical drawing is a stark, yet equally 

self-revelatory drawing. the central area of the cross-hatched ink 

drawing is filled with an empty hospital bed, and the right area 

contains another, more finished view of the wooden pier. here, the 

absence of the man, child, and fish imply loss; while the tree and the 

sea suggest resurrection, Baptism and freedom. 

 another image (P230) depicting Pinardi’s vision of his mother’s 

world during her last days and eventual demise includes a draw-

ing of the chair in which she often sat. in the central section of the 

drawing, curtains have been pulled to re-

veal a sewing tray placed on the floor like 

a trap door. on the right of the drawing 

is a paradise-like scene, including a small 

pyramid and a group of deciduous trees 

– suggesting eternity and resurrection. in 

the more basic sketch below, the hospital 

curtain that covered his mother’s empty 

bed has begun to grow roots.

 Many of these ink sketches are 

about motherhood, death, and the voy-

ages of life, and served to spawn a new 

series of drawings and paintings called 

Reunion and Departure. the title describes 

a return to imagery that has much mean-

ing for the artist – for example, the white 

bowl, drapes, sarcophageal- and portal-shaped figures, boats, and 

end tables. additionally, Pinardi added a new vocabulary of images 

informed by great personal loss, 19th-century northern European 

symbolism, and a life-long fascination with science fiction. 

 the central portion of a particularly poignant drawing contains 

an image of young Enrico, taken from an old photograph, wearing 

a jacket, cap and short pants (P232). hands at his side, he stands at 

attention within the arch of a small temple-like structure. Facing him 

is a female figure resembling a sarcophagus lid, with roots sprout-

ing from the void in its back; she is accompanied by a dark cloaked 

figure whose mask suggests that he is an italian figure of death. in 

the left portion, the floor is replaced with ocean water, and a toy lo-

comotive on the right side suggests that he was thinking of travel, his 

youth, and the italian Metaphysical painter artist Giorgio de chirico 

(1888 – 1978), whose paintings often featured a train engine to 

signify his father who had worked on a railway. 

 a meticulously rendered drawing (P234) occupies an entire 

sheet of paper and replaces figures, beds and chairs with contain-

ers of water. in the center a raised box-like form has overflowed 
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leaving water on the floor.  the raised pool 

of water harks back to Belgian surrealist 

rene Magritte’s ocean illusions, but Pinardi 

explains that for him, “it is my mother’s 

room in the nursing home, but everyone 

and everything is gone except for the ritual 

water.”2

 another drawing incorporates Pi-

nardi’s Ship of Fools positioned on an end 

table, and offers his arcane version of ar-

nold Bochlin’s 1880 series the Isle of the 

Dead (P240). in the symbolist paintings, a widow or Ferryman, 

shrouded in white, accompanies a draped coffin in a row boat to a 

rocky island with tall trees and burial chambers cut into the stone. 

Pinardi’s drawing positions a lone white cloaked and hooded figure 

on a wooden plank looking out at his island of the dead while the 

ground below his crucifix/diving board is beginning to crack open. 

 in an untitled work from this series (P235), Pinardi presents his 

version of one of the Men in Black, encapsulated within a transparent 

jar in the left portion of a drawing whose central image is a young 

boy standing in a pool of ocean water from which a snake-like sea 

monster emerges. according to accounts from those who report 

encountering them, Men in Black have detailed information of the 

people they contact, as if the individual had been under surveillance 

for a prolonged period of time.  Pinardi, like believers in uFos, sug-

gests that his Man in Black, whom he calls “the Monitor” – a name 

taken from an obscure science fiction film – is part of a group of 

aliens “sent from another dimension to keep an eye on us.”3  they 

may seem sinister in their dark trench coats and dark glasses,” says 

Pinardi, but these extraterrestrials come “here to watch us, get bored 

and leave”4 and are meant to be benevolent in nature.

 in another sketch (P238) that includes “Marcella’s tree” and a 

raised box of sea water bearing a Ship of Fools, Pinardi gave birth 

to his curvaceous image of a primitive “Eve.”  the voluptuous 

creature’s face is covered with a mask, which for the artist repre-

sents her complete innocence.  With no 

perceivable eyes, nose or mouth, “she has 

no senses yet, and is still innocent to the 

world,”5 claims Pinardi.

    the painting Escape (P209), takes as its 

theme humanity’s concepts of Good and 

Evil translated through traditional eccle-

siastic and idiosyncratic symbols. the rich 

red background is balanced by two arched 

windows opened up to a serene blue sky. 

a missile-like object thrusts up from the 

bowels of hell below, creating deep cracks in the crimson ground.  

although this malevolent object created by man is draped and 

hooded within a golden yellow cloth to conceal its true identity, it 

is an obvious hell-born tool destined for destruction. the central 

area of Pinardi’s illusionistically paneled romanesque interior space 

contains a red sarcophagus with its arched back lid left open. it 

seems to be staring into the darker blue depths of the completely 

empty armoire, whose clothes rack no longer is in use.  now both 

the sarcophagus and the armoire are empty relics from the past 

and their inner powers are now gone.  a sea-blue snake with a red 

eye slithers across the central area toward a baptismal font on the 

right. here the incarnation of Evil in the book of Genesis slithers 

on the red floor in the direction of a gray toned baptismal font. al-

though his painting combines a stream of iconography from Egyp-

tian though modern Judeo-christian times, Pinardi’s intent here is 

to represent long-established religions as mythologies in need of 

replacement.  he includes the two open windows to suggest hope 

for a future where pure spirit will supplant what he considers to be 

empty and outdated beliefs. 

 in a related painting titled Arrival (P212) curtains have been half 

drawn over the central armoire. an orange post before a combina-

tion temple and cabana signify Pinardi as a child, who is now left all 

alone. the traditional image of the cross or a board to jump off from, 

rests upon an  open box or casket on the right. a ghostly being looks 
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1 Enrico Pinardi, interview with the author, June 29, 2009.
2 Enrico Pinardi, interview with the author, June 30, 2009.
3 Enrico Pinardi, interview with the author, March 30, 2009.
4 Enrico Pinardi, interview with the author, June 29, 2009.
5 Enrico Pinardi, interview with the author, March 30, 2009.

in from the rear window – both Madonna 

and Everyman.

 The Last Voyage of the Ship Fools 

(P204) is a night painting, where a deep 

twilight blue sky, punctuated by lush green 

trees, rises over a space that appears to 

be a folding gray stage screen where Pi-

nardi’s characters and props become part 

of a highly symbolic play.  a raised box of 

ocean water is placed behind a gray cylin-

der – a geometric figure that represents 

adam – intended as an anchoring pole and as a stand-in for the 

artist. the central area contains a dramatic version of The Ship 

of Fools; the mast juts up into the heavens above while the boat 

rests perilously above a giant black fissure in the ground. Within 

the ship with the pointed mast head, seven passengers cloaked in 

black (symbols of the dead) are accompanied by a white shroud-

ed Ferryman. all appear to be eternally doomed. on the right 

portion of The Last Voyage of the Ship Fools, the brown curtains of 

a narrow confessional are closed shut. no formal religious sanc-

tions can save the ship-bound spirits and their captain.

 the Illusionist (P216) is a true reunion of Pinardi’s favorite 

symbols from his earlier Games series, combined with the quiet 

metaphysics and spiritual lightness of the work comprising the 

series titled Silent Ceremonies. two end tables, covered with crisp 

white table cloths, introduce a magic show; they quietly inhabit 

their own personal spaces where narrow sky-blue rear walls of-

fer celestial peace. a white magic wand floats above the table on 

the left, and a white bowl – Pinardi’s favorite symbol for virginity 

– levitates above the other end table. in the large central space, 

another Ship of Fools carrying a cargo of four white shrouded 

passengers and a black shrouded Ferry-

man, floats indefinitely. its rudder cannot 

steer, and its large mast carries no sails as 

it rises up through a hole in the ceiling to 

the sky above. this ship is bound for no-

where. instead it levitates above a floating 

plank from the crucifix – which casts a 

dark shadow on an ocean contained in a 

box – which it will never reach. a narrow 

curtain-less tempietto/cabana located in 

front of the boxed ocean remains empty, 

perhaps awaiting another lost soul.

    Reunion and Departure is a significant group of poignant and 

heartfelt drawings and paintings. Pinardi’s artwork has always guided 

him through his most troubling times, yet the results are marvelous 

and mysterious mazes of a life lived to the fullest. Pinardi continues 

to work his inherited and learned talents to the maximum, and 

now understands the value of weaving his real life and his dreams 

into his art. the whole purpose of Enrico Pinardi’s art is to invite 

people to share his experiences and dreams. Many of his spaces, 

like the best metaphysical art, may be uncomfortable to enter but 

they are always entrancing, thought-provoking and sincere.

 —Francine Koslow Miller, 2010

FrancinE kosloW MillEr rEcEivEd hEr doctoratE in art history FroM Bos-

ton univErsity and is a Boston rEviEWEr For artForuM MaGaZinE. shE also 

WritEs rEGularly For sculPturE MaGaZinE and has tauGht art history at 

MassachusEtts collEGE oF art, northEastErn univErsity and MontsErrat 

collEGE oF art. hEr ForthcoMinG Book, THE RAPE OF THE ROSE docuMEnts 

and analyZEs thE attEMPts to disMantlE siGniFicant collEctions oF thE 

rosE art MusEuM at BrandEis univErsity in WalthaM, MassachusEtts.
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n his recent series of paintings, my friend Enrico invites me to 

explore the new spaces that have been added to his magical 

labyrinth of personal visions. 

   the Pinardi gate opens to me, and my first steps still hesi-

tate between attraction and apprehension. though i am famil-

iar with Enrico’s art and the dream-like spaces it suggests, the 

powerful images of his comprehensive show at tufts university’s 

Museum in 2003 float in my head. it was one of the most im-

pressive exhibitions i ever saw in Boston. it allowed me to jour-

ney through invented, yet timeless civilizations. so many spaces 

encouraged me to imagine their stories. i discovered strange 

objects of unknown rites; they spoke to me of loss and death. 

Everything was permeated by soundless screams, similar to the 

ones that happen in dreams. and with all that i felt an aura of 

appeasement, of acceptance. in my bag i carried with me my 

love for the italian Pittura Metafisica, the art of de chirico, carra, 

and Morandi. My friend’s work has implanted its roots in the 

american soil.

 today i wonder about how Enrico’s new canvases are going 

to engage me this time, or if their spell will still work. But as soon 

as i begin to wander through his silent chambers, his fascinating 

interiors, his enigmatic stages, which attend every visitor’s unwrit-

ten drama, i begin to feel at home. although, at times, his new 

places seem to be more dangerous, and something more omi-

nous appears to be lingering in his present “theater”, his works 

are so meticulously composed, and every painted object, shadow, 

crevice, trapdoor, is so much in its place, that everything in these 

painted installations remains suspended in time. Eternity reigns.

 suddenly i begin to wish that my factual worlds, the ones of 

today’s realities, were providing me with a similar sense of im-

mutability and comfort.

— Samuel Bak, September 2010
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Brenda atwood Pinardi (1941-2010).

Brenda Atwood and Enrico Pinardi, Providence, RI, 1965
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